
The new 2019 version of MusicSafePro offers generic hearing

protection, with earplugs that fit every ear. MusicSafePro®

contains three different and exchangeable sets of music filters

with outstanding sound characteristics, providing low, medium

and high attenuation rate to suit every situation. Depending on

the instrument you are playing, your position on the stage or the

kind of music you are playing or listening to, you can always

chose and will find the attenuation that suits you most. These

special music filters guarantee an optimal protection against

only the harmful noises while at the same time you can perfectly

enjoy the music. The plugs are made of a durable, soft and

flexible material. Because of your body heat the plugs adapt to

the shape of the auditory duct within a few minutes and

guarantee an excellent fitting form and comfort.Coming in

elegant Black edition less likely to get dirty. A cleaning spray is

included.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Three different and exchangeable sets of filters to set optimal protection at different levels

Very soft and comfortable material. Due to the body heat the plugs adapt to the shape of the auditory duct.

Very small and hard to see when being worn

Now available in elegant black edition

Reusable, as built in durable material

Black color is less likely to get dirty

Open system - not completely shut off sounds and avoid feeling of isolation

Comes with carrying case with filter compartment to keep your earplugs protected and clean

Including cleaning spray

A good quality and easy to use cord is added to the product to hang the plugs around your neck.

Free spare earplug including in every pack
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